Technical details about JonDonym
Trust gained through indepence, responsibility and knowledge
JonDonym servers are operated by independent entities commited to protecting your
data. Because these operators are independent from each other, no single
organization has complete information about you. Your anonymity thereby gets fully
protected, unlike alternatives like (Web-)Proxies and VPNs, which are typically
controlled by a single party and can be easily exploited thereby. In many cases, these
parties, their background and their intent are unknown.
Global distribution across countries and oceans
When you surf the web your requests travel across different relay points before
serving the web page. Like an Internet provider, each of these relay points can
monitor your entire data traffic on its way towards its destination, e.g. a website or an
e-mail service. By analyzing this data, the relay points may completely deanonymize
typical VPN services and (web-) proxies which only have only one single server
location. But with JonDonym, you are protected! Each of JonDonym's premium
services consists of several servers in several different countries as well as their
operators. It would require international cooperation between countries or operator
organizations for your information to be revealed.
High speed surfing
JonDonym's premium services are as fast as VPN services and as the fastest (Web-)
proxies, and up to 100 times faster than comparable services like Tor. JonDonym Surf, no lag, guaranteed!
Secure browsing
Your browser can become a gateway for malicious software, spyware, and viruses
designed to harm your PC and your privacy. (Web-) proxies and VPN- services offer no
protection against bad software and can be easily exploited. The JonDoFox browser
profile is JonDonym's solution to protect your anonymity and your PC.
Browse, Chat, E-Mail... Anonymously
Other anonymization services like web proxies often restrict your Internet access to
web surfing. JonDonym introduces new possibilities making you invisible on the
internet like anonymous chats or e-mail.
Protect against web profiling
JonDonym strengthens your anonymity by applying a special technique. Every request
is anonymized separately so tracking your web habits is impossible. JonDonym does
not create a constant link between you and the JonDonym network exit point. This
technique proves JonDonym is in a league of its own.

No data retention
Many proxy and VPN services store personal user data, including your IP addresses
and maybe your surfing behaviour. JonDonym guarantees you nothing about you is
stored.
Anonymity, the vision..
Most other anonymity services deploy standard technologies which have been
designed for providing encryption, but not anonymity. They thereby fail to fully
protect you. For this reason, an experienced research team stands behind JonDonym
technologies which cooperates with universities and searches tirelessly for new
solutions to provide you the best in anonymity.

